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INTRODUCTION 
Since Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [16] (also [17]) introduced the 
concept of majorization, many mathematicians have discussed the 
majorization and submajorization in various circumstances with various 
applications. Based on the theory of rearrangements, the theory of 
(sub)majorization (or spectral order of Hardy et al.) has been developed 
for real-valued measurable functions on abstract measure spaces (see 
Chong [7] and Sakai [29]). It is worth noting that the submajorization 
plays an important role especially in the interpolation theory for function 
spaces (see Lorentz and Shimogaki [21,22], e.g.). Moreover the study 
of (sub)majorization has been successful in the theory of matrices via 
the comparison of eigenvalues or singular values of matrices. For the 
(sub)majorization in matrices, see Marshall and Olkin’s book [23] and 
Ando’s monograph [2] which contain many references on the subject. 
On the other hand, the doubly stochastic matrices and maps have been 
studied in connection with the majorization theory (see Mirsky [24], 
Chong [S], Alberti and Uhlmann Cl], and [2,23]). In fact, the obser- 
vation of the usefulness of doubly stochastic matrices goes back to the 
classical paper of Schur [31]. Birkhoffs theorem [4] is a fundamental 
result on the theory of doubly stochastic matrices. Ryff [26-281 studied the 
doubly stochastic maps on L’( [0, 1 I). 
Recently Fack and Kosaki [ 121 (also [ 111) investigated the notion of 
generalized singular values (s-numbers) for measurable operators affiliated 
with a semifinite von Neumann algebra. This notion extends both the 
rearrangements of real-valued measurable functions and the singular values 
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of compact operators. They established convergence theorems and con- 
vexity inequalities (interpreted as submajorization inequalities) for 
generalized singular values, and completely clarified the usefulness of 
inequalities involving generalized singular values in proving LJ’-norm 
inequalities while it was previously well recognized (see Grothendieck [ 131 
and Simon [33], e.g.). For measurable operators and noncommutative 
Lp-spaces (in the semitinite case) initiated by Segal [32] and Dixmier 
[lo], see the elegant treatment of Nelson [25] (also Terp [35]). 
The aim of the present paper is to study the (sub)majorization and 
(sub)stochastic maps on a noncommutative measure space (A, z) with a 
semifinite von Neumann algebra J&Y and a faithful normal semifinite trace r 
on A. Our formulation of (sub)majorization contains those of measurable 
functions and compact operators as special cases when J%’ is commutative 
and when J%? is a factor of type I. We denote by 2 the space of 
r-measurable operators affiliated with ~7 and by 2, the positive selfad- 
joint part of J#. For x E J& with the spectral decomposition 1x1 = f; Ide,, 
the generalized singular values p,(x), t>O, are defined by am = 
inf{13 0: Z( 1 - er) < t}. Then t H am is a decreasing and right-continuous 
function on (0, 00) into [0, a). 
Section 1 contains some preliminaries related to generalized singular 
values. In Section 2, we introduce the relations of submajorization y < x 
and majorization y < x between x, y E 2, as follows: y <x if j; p,(y) dt d 
J; p,(x) dt for all s> 0; y<x if y s x and i: p,(y) dt = j; p!(x) dt. In 
Section 3, we consider other relations of spectral order y 2 x and spectral 
equivalence y = x, where y 5 x (resp. y =x1 if h(y) G P,(X) (rev. 
p,(y) =p,(x)) for all t >O. In Sections 2 and 3, we characterize these 
relations when & is a factor. Roughly speaking, y < x (resp. y < x) means 
that y is in the closure of the convex hull of C(x) (resp. U(x)), and y 5 x 
(resp. y z X) means that y is in the closure of C(x) (resp. U(x)), where 
C(x) = {axa*: a~ A, llall B 1 > and U(x) = {UXU*: u is a unitary in A}. 
This characterization of y < x was already known when JH is a factor of 
type I or of type II, (see [2] and Kamei [ 18-201). Furthermore the 
extreme points of the set { y E 2, : y < x} are investigated in Section 3. 
In Section 4, we establish the relation between the (sub)majorization and 
doubly (sub)stochastic maps. A positive linear map cp: JZ + J& is called 
to be doubly stochastic (resp. doubly substochastic) if cp( 1) = 1 
(resp. cp( 1) < 1) and r o cp = r (resp. z o cp d T) on A+. The main result here 
is roughly stated as follows: y < x (resp. y < x) if and only if y = q(x) for 
some doubly stocastic (resp. doubly substochastic) map q. In Section 5, we 
discuss doubly substochastic maps cp: &! -+ JZY such that q(x) z x for every 
XEdtf+. The set of all such maps is denoted by ZZ(&%‘). We characterize 
cp E n(M) in several ways as the noncommutative extension of Sakai and 
Shimogaki [30]. Also it is observed when t( 1) < cc that LL(JZ) is usually 
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a proper subset of the set of extremal doubly stochastic maps. Final 
Section 6 contains some general remarks. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, as a noncommutative measure space we fix a 
pair (A, T), where J%’ is a semifinite von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert 
space .# and r is a faithful normal semitinite trace on J%‘. For each positive 
selfadjoint operator x affiliated with &‘, we denote by e,(x) the spectral 
projection of x corresponding to an interval Z in [O, co). So the spectral 
decomposition of x is written as x = J? ilde 10.~,(x). A densely defined closed 
operator x affiliated with J! is said to be r-measurable if, for each 6 > 0, 
there exists a projection e E ~4’ such that eX c 9(x) and r( 1 -e) < 6, or 
equivalently if lim j. _ o. t(e(,,,)( 1x1)) = 0 (cf. [25, 351). We denote by &!! the 
set of all r-measurable operators, which becomes a complete Hausdorff 
topological *-algebra with the measure topology (cf. [25, 351). Here the 
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in the measure topology is given 
by {G’(E, S): E, 6 > 01, where 
o(E, 6) = {X E 2: llxell <E and r( 1 - e) < 6 
for some projection e E A}. 
For each subset 9 of ~8, the set of all positive selfadjoint elements in 9 is 
denoted by 9+. For 1 < p 6 00, Lp(.,@) = Lp(A; r) is the noncommutative 
LP-space on (J&‘, r), that is, L”(A) = J? and, for 1 <p < co, Lp(A) is the 
Banach space consisting of all XE,~ with IIxllP= z(lxlP)l’~< cc (cf. 
[lo, 25,321). Moreover let E be the closure of L’(A) in J&? (in the 
measure topology). Note that x, 4 x in the measure topology if 
/Ix,,-xljp-+O in Lp(A), l<p<oo. 
According to Fack and Kosaki [12] (see also [ll]), we introduce the 
notion of generalized singular values (s-numbers) of r-measurable 
operators as follows. For every x E 2, define the distribution function v,(x) 
ofx by 
v,(x) = T(e(,,m,(lxl )L t 3 0, 
and the tth singular value p*(x), t > 0, of x by 
P,(X) = inf{s 3 0: v,(x) d 2) 
= inf{ Jlxell: e is a projection in J$! with r( 1 -e) < r}. 
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See [12, Proposition 2.21 for the equality of the above two expressions. 
The map t M p,(x) from (0, co) into [0, co) is decreasing (i.e., non- 
increasing) and right-continuous with lim,,, p,(x) = Ilxll(~ [0, co]). The 
detailed properties of the generalized singular values p,(x) are found 
in [12]. 
Remark 1.1. ( 1) When A = B(X) the algebra of all bounded 
operators on A? and z is the canonical trace, ~6! = B(X) and the measure 
topology is nothing but the operator-norm topology. In this case, p,(x) is 
constant on each interval [n - 1, n), n = 1, 2, . . . , and in particular if x is 
a compact operator then p,(x)=&, for TV [n- 1, n), where ;I, a&b ... 
are usual singular values of x (i.e., eigenvalues of 1.x with multiplicities 
counted). 
(2) In the commutative case when A?’ =L”(X)=L”(X, 9, m) and 
s(f) = ix fdm, where (X, 5, m) is a localizable measure space, 2 consists 
of measurable functions f on X such that f is bounded except on a set of 
finite measure. Then p,(f) coincides with the decreasing rearrangement of 
Ifl (cf. C71, e.g.). 
In the rest of this section, we state some elementary results related to 
generalized singular values. Let L’(J) + JA? be the algebraic sum of L’(A) 
and A?’ in 2. The following is the noncommutative version of [29, 
Lemma 2.21. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (1) For each x E A@;, the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
j;1 ,u,(x) dt < CC for some (hence all) s > 0; 
I-4 e Ir,,,(IxI)EL’(A) for some r-20. 
(2) For 1 < pd cc, L”(A) is included in L’(A%‘+J&. 
Proof (1) (i) = (ii). In fact, the formula 
s 
“~,(x)dt=infjIlx,ll,+sI/~?lI:x=~~+x~} 
0 
holds (see [ 121). 
(ii)* (iii). We take an r >O with a = v,(x) < cc and suppose 
J; p,(x) dt < 00. Let x, = 1x1 e tr,no ,( 1x1 h then PAX, I= P,(X) for 0 < t < a and 
p,(x,) = 0 for t b CC. Hence T(x,) = J; p,(x) dt < co. 
(iii) * (i) is immediate from the polar decomposition of x. 
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(2) For every x E L”(A) with 1 6 p < co, since am d 1 + Gus and 
Ilxli;= l: p,(x)” dt by [12, Corollary 2.81, we get 
I ’ p,(x) dt < 1 + llxll; < co, 0 
showing xeL’(&‘)+& by (1). m 
The following was almost given in [12, Proposition 3.21. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (1) For each x E 2, the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) XEG; 
(ii) v,(x) < cc for all s > 0; 
(iii) lim, j x p,(x) = 0; 
(iv) 1x1 e,,i,,,,I( 1x1) E L’(A) for all n 3 1. 
(2) For 1 6 p < co, Lp(A’) is included in E. 
Remark 1.4. Fack [ 111 introduced the two-sided ideal 9 and 6 of J&’ 
as follows: .% is the set of all x E .,&? with r(supp x*) < co and 6 is the norm 
closure of .%. An operator XE 6 is called to be z-compact. We note that e 
coincides with the closure of 5% in J? and 6 = e n A (by Proposition 1.3 
and [ 11, Proposition 1.91). For instance, if J = B(X), then (% = 6 is the 
algebra of all compact operators on X. If r( 1) < co (so JY is finite and 
a-finite), then G = J? is the set of all densely defined closed operators 
affiliated with A. 
2. MAJORIZATION AND SUBMAJORIZATION 
In this section, we introduce the notions of majorization and sub- 
majorization between two elements in J#+ and give their characterizations 
especially when J&’ is a factor. Although the (sub)majorization can be for- 
mulated also for selfadjoint elements in 2, it seems natural that we confine 
ourself to positive selfadjoint elements in 2 in the semifinite case (see 
Remark 6.1 in the final section of this paper). 
Throughout this section, let x, YEJ?+ unless otherwise stated. We say 
that y is submajorized by x, y < x in symbol, if j; pL,(y) dt Q s;, pL,(x) dt for 
all s> 0. Moreover y is said to be majorized by x, y<x, if y < x and 
I? L(Y) df = !i? P,(X) d t I.e., z(y) = z(x)). For the submajorization, besides (’ 
y < x used in [2], there are other notations such as y <w x in [23] and 
y<< x in [7]. Note that y < x (resp. y<x) means ,uL,(y) < p,(x) (resp. 
,n,(y) < p!(x)) as measurable functions on the Lebesgue measure space 
(0, a). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that y < x. If x~Ll(&)+& (resp. 
x~L~(~),whereldp~oo),theny~L’(~)+~(resp.y~L~(~)).Zfx~ 
L’(A)+& andxEe;, then YE& 
Proof: Let y < x. By Proposition 1.2, XE L’(A) + A implies y E 
L’(A) + A. Since jlxll = lim,jos-l j; p!(x) dt, XEA implies YE&C. If 
XE L”(A) with 1 6p < co, then we get YE L”(d) since pL,( y”) -S pL,(xp) on 
(O,co)by[12,Lemma2.5;29,Theorem3.1].Ifx~L’(~)+~andx~~, 
then we get y E (% by Proposition 1.3 since 
lim p,(x) = lim s-’ 
s ’ cc,(x) dt. I , + KI ,-cc ” 
In the following proposition, let x and y be arbitrary elements in 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If there exists a sequence {y,,} in ~8? such that 
1 y,,\ < 1x1 for all n and y, -+y in the measure topology, then I yl -K (xl. 
Proof By [12, Lemma 3.41, 
P,(Y) d lim infdy,), ,1 - m 
t > 0. 
Hence Fatou’s lemma implies 
s 
\ 
I 
s 
p((y)dtdliminf pL,(y,,)dt< ‘lc,(x)dt, 
0 s 
s>o. 1 
n-m 0 0 
The following proposition is readily seen from [ 12, Lemma 2.5; 29, 
Theorems 2.2 and 3.11. This was given in [ 181 when T( 1) < CC and 
x, yEA. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) y-K=; 
(ii) z((y-r)+)<z((x-r)+) for all r>O; 
(iii) z(f( y)) < T(f(x)) for all increasing continuous convex function f 
on [0, co) with f(0) > 0; 
(iv) f(y) <f(x) for allf as in (iii). 
When T( 1) < co, we have (cf. [ 18, Theorem 21): 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Zf z( 1) < 00 and x E L’(d), then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
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(i) Y<X; 
(ii) z(ly-rI)<T((x-r[)for aZZr>O; 
(iii) z(f( y)) < 7(f(x)) for all continuous conuex function f on [0, co). 
Proof: Because Izl + z = 22, and lim,, m t(r - Iz - rl) = 7(z) for every 
selfadjoint z E L’(4), Proposition 2.3 shows (i) o (ii). 
(iii) + (ii) is obvious. 
To show (i) 3 (iii), let f be a continuous convex function on [0, co). If 
f(t) >f(O) + Cct on [0, 00) with ME R, then we get the desired inequality 
applying Proposition 2.3(iii) to an increasing function f(t) -f(O) - cd. 
A general f can be uniformly approximated by functions as above. 1 
The majorization was characterized by Kamei [ 19, 201 when JH is a fac- 
tor of type II, or of type 1. We now give the analogous characterizations of 
both majorization and submajorization more generally. Define the subsets 
C(x) and U(x) of d+ by 
C(x) = (axa*: a E A, Jlal( < 1 }, 
U(x)= {uxu*: UE U(A)), 
where U(A) is the set of all unitaries in A. The convex hull of C(x) (resp. 
U(x)) is denoted by conv C(x) (resp. conv U(x)). 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume that M is a factor. 
(1) Z~XEL’(J%‘), then y-Xx ifand only tfy is in the II.II,-closure of 
conv U(x). 
(2) Zfx~L’(Jt’)+~andy~~;, theny<xifandonlyifyisin the 
closure of conv C(x) in the measure topology. 
(3) Zfx~LP(~)withl<p<co,theny<xxfandonlytfyisinthe 
11. /I,-closure of conv C(x). 
To prove the only if parts in the theorem, we need the following key 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume that &! is nonatomic (i.e., J&’ has no minimal projec- 
tion) or a factor. 
(1) lf y < x and x E e, then there exists an a E JV+ such that y < axa 
and e cr,l-j(-~)GaQecraJ (x) for some r E [0, ~01. 
(2) If y < x and XE L’(A)+ 4, then there exist sequences (y,} in 
2, and (a,,> in J%? with [Ian/l < 1 such that y, d y and y, < a,xa,* for all n 
and y, + y in the measure topology). 
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Proof: Let y < x and x E L’(A) + A‘. By Proposition 1.2, there is an 
x E [0, cc] such that j; p,(y) dt = J; ~Jx) dt. If c( = 0 or a = 00, then y = 0 
or y< x, respectively. In these cases, the assertions in (1) and (2) are 
trivial. So let M E (0, cc ) and r = pm(x). Since r = 0 implies y < x, we suppose 
r > 0. Then v,(x) d tl d v,-,(x). 
(1) Suppose that v,~Jx) < cc (this is the case if x E G), so that 
v,-,(x) = t(e rr+,(x)). Noting that a factor of type II is nonatomic, we now 
divide the proof into two cases. 
Case 1. First assume that ,,A!’ is nonatomic. There is a projection q E A’ 
such that q<e{,)(x) and z(q)=a-V,(X). Define a=e(,,,(x)+q. Then 
elr.r ,(x) d a 6 eCr.rj(x) and 
Therefore we get 
i 
P,(X), 
P,(axa)= o 
o<t<cr, 
> t 3 a, 
implying y < uxa. 
Case 2. Secondly assume that A? is a factor of type I (i.e., .A = B(X)) 
and r is the canonical trace. We can choose projections q, q’ E J%e as 
follows: q, q’<eirj(x), qq’=O, dim q’= 1, and 
z(q) 6 a - v,(x) < t(q + q’) = z(q) + 1. 
Define m = v,(x) + z(q), r’ = r(a - m) and 
a = ecr,xj(x) + q + (a - m)‘j2 q’. 
Then e cr,Lc +I d a d eCr,mc)(x) and 
1 
ecr,= ,(x1 + 9 + 4’, 0 < s < r’, 
e(,,, ,(axa) = ecr,aJ(x) + 9, r’<s<r, 
qs,&), s b r. 
Therefore we get 
Octcm, 
m<t<m+l, 
t3m+l, 
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j”; pJuxu) dt = jm p,(x) dt + r’ 
0 0 
= j2 P,(X) dt = jcx P,(Y) dt.
0 0 
When mds<m+ 1, letting pL,(y)=j. on [m,m+ 1) (see Remark 1.1(l)), 
we have 1: p,(y) dt 6 J;r ,u,(x) dt and 
i 
m 
I*,(y)df++16 = 
0 i 
p,(y) dt = 
0 c 
“I p,(x) dt + r’, 
0 
so that 
6 6’ p,(x) dt + r’(s - m) = [i ,u,(axa) dt. 
When s > m + 1, we have 
c .Y dy)dt6 x 0 s pt( y) dt = 0 I ’ p,(axa) dt. 0 
Hence y < axa. 
(2) By the proof of (1) it suffices to consider the case v,~,(x) = 03. Then 
p,(x) = r for all t 3 vJx). Let y, = (y - l/n) + for n 3 1. Then p,(y,) = 
(p,(y) - l/n) + by [ 12, Lemma 2.53 and y, +y in the measure topology. 
For each E E (0, r), since r(e,,+,,,,(x)) = co, we can choose a projection 
qE&ft’ such that q<ee,,p,,,l(x) and l/&CT(q) < oz. Defining x,= 
xeC,,,(x) + (r-s) q, we have x, <x and 
0 < t < v,(x), 
v,(x) d f < v,(x) + $q), 
t 3 v,(x) + z(q). 
Hence, for every II, we get yn < x, if E is sufficiently small. For each n, let 
x, be such an x,. Since v,(x,) < co for all s 2 0, it follows from the proof of 
(1) that there exists a 6, E A! satisfying 0 < 6, d 1 and y, < b,x,b,. 
Furthermore, since x, d x, there exists a c, E J& satisfying llcnll d 1 and 
x, = c,xc,*. Letting a, = b,c,, we obtain yn < u,xu,*. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 2.5. The if parts are easily verified without the 
assumption of &Z being a factor. In fact, let y = Cy=, c(,uixu*, where ai > 0 
and u, E J$? with C;=, ai = 1 and llaill 6 1. Then, by [ 12, Theorem 4.4 and 
Lemma 2.51, 
Hence Proposition 2.2 shows if in (2) and (3). Aho if in (1) is obtained 
since r(y) = 7(x) for all y E conv U(x). 
We now proceed to prove the converse parts. 
(l)Letx~L’(~)andy<x,soy~L’(~).Forevery~>O,thereexistsa 
b E M+ such that z(byb) < 7(y), Ily - bybIll <E and ecs,,,(y) <b < eCs,ooj(Y) 
for some s > 0. Since byb < y < x, by Lemma 2.6( 1) there exists an a E J%‘+ 
such that byb < clxa and eCr,n,)(x) da < eCr.Jx) for some r E [0, CD]. Let 
x0 = axa and y, = byb. Suppose r = 0, then x0=x and 
7(Y) = 7(x) = 7(x0) = 7(YO)? 
a contradiction. So r > 0. We take a projection e E J%’ by 
e = ecr,n,,(x) v Ed,.,,. 
Since x, y E L’(A) and r, s > 0, we get T(e) < co. Hence e&e is a finite fac- 
tor, with which x0 and y. are affiliated. When e&e is a factor of type I, 
(i.e., e&e is the n xn matrix algebra), it follows (see [2, Theorem 7.11) 
that y,~conv{ux,u*: u E U(eJZe)}. When e&e is a factor of type II,, it 
follows from [ 19, Lemma 21 that y, is in the II.11 ,-closure of 
conv{ uxou*: u E U(eMe)}. (Note that the proof in [19] for elements in J& 
remains valid also for elements in L’(A).) Therefore we can choose aj> 0 
and U, E (i(A), i = l,..., k, such that C6=, a, = 1 and 
II Yo-i: a,u,xou* < .5. i= I II 1 
Hence 
II y- i aiuixu* i=l II 
d IIY-Yell, II 
k 
+ yo- 1 aiUiXou* 2 aiui(xo-x)24* 
i=l i=l 1 
< 3&, 
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because 
lb- &II 1 = T(X) - +%) = T(Y) - T(Yo) = IIY -Y,ll I < 6. 
(2) Let XE L’(A) + &I, YE e and y < X. By Proposition 1.3, we have 
Y~,,~,,,,(Y) E L’b@) and ye (,jk.kl(y) + y in the measure topology as k --r co. 
So we may suppose that MEL’. Let (y,?} and (a,} be as in 
Lemma 2.6(2). Then, for each n, it follows from (1) that y, is in the 
/I. (I t-closure of conv U(a,,xaz) and hence in the closure of conv C(x) in the 
measure topology. Therefore so IS y. 
(3) Let x E Lp(A!), 1 dp < co, and y < x. The case p = 1 is seen as in the 
proof (2) from Lemma 2.6 and (1). For the case 1 < p < co, it suffices from 
(2) to show that the (1. /(,-closure of conv C(x) coincides with its closure in 
the measure topology. To do this, let { y,,} be in conv C(X) and y,, -+ y in 
the measure topology. Since //y,,I(,, < llxllp for all n, we get also //y/l, < //x/I, 
by [ 12, Lemma 3.41. For each ZEL~‘(JZ’) where l/p + l/p’ = 1, take the 
polar decomposition z = WI,/ and let z,,. = W/Z] e(,;,,,,(/zl) for k> 1. Then 
z,~L’(&)n.&’ and I~z-zJp. + 0. For every E > 0, there exists an n, 
such that, for n3 n,, we can choose a projection e,, E ,R satisfying 
I/ (J*,, - y) err/( ,< E and r( 1 - r,,) GE. For n 3 n,, we have 
Id(Y,, -Y) =k)l 
6 lI(Y,,-.l’)e,,ll II~AII + lI!‘,I-.t’/lp T(l -e,,)“” lhll 
64lz,ll, +2m-ll, II-xl/~ 
which implies that lim,, _ X z((y,! -y) zk) = 0 for each k. Since 
IT((J’,,-Y) =)I d /T((J’,,--I’) =k)l +211-d, tlZ--zkllp,’ 
it follows that lim,,, X r((y,, -y) z) = 0. Therefore y,? -+y in the weak 
topology on L”(A), so that y is in the [[ . [I,,-closure of conv C(x). g 
In the following proposition, x and y are general elements in .d. Let 
C(x) = {axh: a, h E,dtf, jjall d 1, IIhll d 1) 
and conv c(x) be the convex hull of c(x). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Assume that ,I is a factor. 
(1) I~xEL’(A)+JzZ andyEG, then lyl -K 1x1 ifand only zyy is in 
the closure of conv C?‘(X) in the measure topology. 
(2) ZfxELp(A) with I <p-Cm, lhen jyJ -r: 1x1 ifandoniy Z~JJ is in 
the (1. /I,-clasure of conv d(x). 
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Proof The only if parts are immediately seen from the polar decom- 
position and Theorem 2.5. On the other hand, the proof of if is analogous 
to the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.5. 1 
3. SPECTRAL PREORDER AND EQUIVALENCE 
Throughout this section, let x, y E 2, as before. According to [12, 
Corollary 2.91 (also [S]), the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) v,(y) < v,(x), s 3 0; 
(ii) P,(Y) d P,(X), t > 0; 
(iii) s(f(y))<s(f(x)) for all increasing continuous function f on 
[0, co) with f(0) = 0. 
When J& is a factor (assumed to be o-finite), the above conditions are 
equivalent to e(,,,,(y) 5 e~s,m~(x), ~20, in the Murray-von Neumann 
sense. We define the spectral preorder y 5 x if the above equivalent (i)-(iii) 
hold, and the spectral equivalence y z x if y Lx and x 5 y (i.e., the 
equalities hold in (i)-(iii)). When x (or y) E L1(&) + J%!, y FZ x means that 
y < x and x < y. It is easily seen from [ 12, Lemmas 2.5 and 3.41 that if y 
is in the closure of C(x) in the measure topology, then y 5 x. 
Concerning the spectral preorder in the factor case, we have: 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that J%? is a factor. 
(1) If xEL’(&)+A and yEG, then y5x zfand only if y is in the 
closure of C(x) in the measure topology. 
(2) Zf XEL~(JH) with 1 <p<oo, then ysx if and only if y is in 
11. II,-closure of C(x). 
We first establish the cases of factors of type I, and of type II,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let x, y E (M,), , where M, is the n x n matrix algebra. If 
y 5 x, then y E C(x). 
Proof. Let a, 3 a2 b . . . 2 a, and fi, b /I* 2 ’ . ’ 2 /I,, be the eigenvaiues 
(with multiplicities counted) of x and y, respectively. Then y 5x means 
that p,<ai for i= l,..., n. Take U, UE U(M,) such that 
x = u diag(a, ,..., a,) u*, 
Y = v d&Q, ,..., B,,) u*, 
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where diag(a, ,..., ~1,) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ~1, ..., a,,. 
Letting li= (/?,/ai)1’2 with O/O = 0, we define 
a = u diag(E,, ,..., 2,) u*. 
Then llall < 1 and y=axa*. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that J?’ is a factor of type II,. If y 5 x and 
x E L”(A) with 1 < p < co, then y is in the 11. iI,-closure of C(x). 
ProoJ We may assume r(l) = 1. Let ysx and XEL~(JY), 1 <p< co, 
so y E L”(M). For each n 3 1, we define 
and 
x,, = i ad,, Yn= i Bicjrl? 
,=I i= I 
where (4, ,..., q,, ) is a set of mutually orthogonal and equivalent projections 
in J%! with I:‘=, qi= 1. Then it follows as [ 19, Lemma l] that, for each 
E > 0, there exist an n and U, u E U(A) satisfying 
IIX - w,~*/lp < 6 l/Y-~Y,,~*llp<~. 
Since fl,< c(~ for i= l,..., n, there is a h E J?’ such that 0 <h < 1 and 
y,, = hx,,h. Letting a = vbu*, we have 
IIY-axa*II,G IIY--Y,,U,+ ll~h(-~,,-u*xu)bu*lI, 
< 2E. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The only if parts remain to be proved. 
(1) Let XEJ!,~(J&‘)+J?, y~g and ysx. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5(2), we may suppose that ye L’(d). Moreover it can be 
assumed that p,(y) = 0 for some r > 0. Let yn = (y - l/n) + for n 2 1. Then, 
for each n, it follows (see the proof of Lemma 2.6(2)) that there exists an 
X,,EJ+ such that y, 5x, 6x and u,(x,) =0 for some r >O. Hence 
x,, E L’(A), v,(x,) < cc and vO( y,) < cc. We take a projection e E JZ by 
e = eco,,,(xJ v eco,,J.~,). 
Then x, and y, are affiliated with a finite factor e&e. Applying Lemmas 
3.2 and 3.3, we deduce that y, is in the /I. 1) ,-clostlre of C(x,) and hence in 
the closure of C(x) in the measure topology. Therefore so is y. 
(2) is similarly proved. 1 
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Also, for general x, ye 2, we obtain the result analogous to 
Proposition 2.7, where lyl 5 1x1 and conv c(x) are replaced by jy( 5 (xl 
and C(x), respectively. 
Concerning the spectral equivalence, we have the following charac- 
terizations extending [ 18, Theorem 43. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that JZ is a factor. 
(1) Ifx&, thenyz x if and only if y is in the closure of U(x) in the 
measure topology. 
(2) If xeLp(&) with 1 <p<co, then yzx ifand only ify is in the 
I/. II,-closure of U(x). 
Proefi We prove (1) (the proof of (2) is analogous). Let XE e and 
y z x. For each n > 1, we define 
,G I 
-x,, = C (i/n) e,,,,,,, + I ,i,llb) + net,,., ,(-u), 
;= I 
,,2 I 
Y,~ = C (i/n) el,,,,.l,+ I ,.,,1(4’) + net,,,,(Y). 
,=I 
Then x,, + x and y,, + y in the measure topology. Since 
T(e,,i,,.,,+ l,l,lj(~)) = T(e,,l,,,,,+ , ,l,,l(x)) < a, 1 di<n’-1, 
de,,,,, ,(.Y)) = T(e(,,.T- ,b)) < Et 
it follows that ero.,,,l(y)~ eo,,.(,+ ,,l,,l(~)T and et,,, ,(Y) are equivalent to 
ero.1 ,,,l(x), e,,,,.(i+ 1 )~n~(x)~ and et,,,, ) (x), respectively. Hence there exists a 
u,, E U(A) such that y,, = u,x,,u~, so that 
y - u,,xu,T = (y - y,,) + u,,(x,, - x) u,* + 0 
in the measure topology. Conversely if y is in the closure of U(X) in the 
measure topology, then x is in the closure of U(y) and so y z X. 1 
Now define the subset Q(x) of J?+ by 
Q(x)= {yEJiP+:y<x}, 
which is a convex set. The set of all extreme points of Q(x) is denoted by 
ex Q(x). When JZ = 12 (i.e., the algebra of n-vectors with the canonical 
trace), ex Q(x) is exactly the set of all permutations of x E 1,“. When JZ = 
L”([O, 11) with the Lebesgue measure, it was shown by Ryff [27,28] that 
if f, g E L’( [0, l]), then g E ex Q(f) if and only if g %J We extend this 
result to the noncommutative case. 
409/127!1-3 
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THEOREM 3.5. (1) Zf~~xxndx~(L’(~)~~)~~;, thenyEexQ(x). 
(2) Assume that .,4l is nonatomic or (2 factor. I f  y  cex Q(x) and 
XEL’(A)+M, rhen yzx. 
Proof: (1) Letx~(L’(.&‘)+M)n~,y~xandy=(y,+y,)/2withy,, 
y, E Q(x). For every s > 0, we have 
and 
1’ /hi) dt < j’ P,(X) dt < ~0, 
i= 1, 2, 
0 0 
so that S; /l,(y,) dt =J; ,uJ~) dz. Therefore y,%y. For each r > 0, by 
Propositions 1.2 and 1.3, we get ye,,,,(y)EL’(A) and hence 
(1)-r)+ EL’(.M’). Now let e=e(,,,,J,(y) and zj=yj-r for i=l,2. Since 
P=P~~.~,((z, +zz)+) and (z,), %(.I-r),, we have 
and 
T((z~ +z~)+)=~~((~-~)+)=T((z~)+)+T((z~)+), 
so that s(e(z,)+ e)=t((zi)+). This shows that 
eBe,,.,,((z,)+)=e,,,,(y,). 
Since z(e,,,,,(y,)) = t(e) < m, we obtain e(,,,(,yi) = e. Therefore y1 = y,. 
(2) Let x E L’(A) + A?‘, y < x and y &z x. We prove that y $ ex Q(x). 
Case 1. First, assume that .A is a factor of type I with 5 the canonical 
trace. Let p,(x)= a, and am= 0, on [n - 1, n) for II > 1. Then 
With the smallest such m, we have /I, = CY, for i< m and 8, _, > B,,, (if 
m > 1). Furthermore /I,2 jl, + 1 > 0 since EYE I 0, < 17: 1 a,. We choose 
orthogonal minimal projections q, q’ E 4 as follows: q <ecBmr(v) and q’d 
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ecp,+,,(y) when both p, and Pm+, are eigenvalues of y; q<eipml(y) and 
q’ 6 e(E,pm+, _,,(y) for some E > 0 when /I, is an eigenvalue but fl, + , is not; 
q, q’ < e,,,s,P,,( y) for some E > 0 when /I, is not an eigenvalue. For each 
case, letting z = 6q - 6q’ with a sufficiently small 6 > 0, we obtain 
y+z~J+ and y+z<x, showing y$exQ(x). 
Case 2. Second, assume that J+? is nonatomic. Then 
s ; P,(Y) dtG I ’ /4x) dt, s > 0, 0 
s ,z P,(Y) dt= jm P,(X) & 0 
s ; P,(Y) dt< j; P,(X) dt for some c( E (0, a). 
Let Y = pL,( y). We get Y > 0 since i; pL,( y) dt < {r pcl,( y) dt. We now divide 
the proof into three cases. 
(I) Assume that e{,)(y) # 0. We choose projections q, q’ E A as 
follows:q,q’<e(,i(y),qq’=O,andr(q)=z(q’)=e (>O). Letfi=v,(y)and 
z=6q-6q’ with 0<6<r. Then y+z~&?+, t(yfz)=r(y), pL,(y+z)= 
p,(y-z) for all t>O, and p,(y)=r on [/?,a]. We show that y&z<x for 
sufficiently small E, 6. This is readily seen when j{ pL,(y) dt < j/j p,(x) dt. 
Otherwise, we get a > b and J; ,~~(y) dt < {;i p,(x) dt, so that p,(x) > r on 
[/I, p + E,] for some E, > 0. Furthermore p,(y) has a jump at /I unless p = 0 
(in fact, if p,(y) is continuous at fl> 0, then j;, p,(y) dt > J; pL,(x) dt holds 
for some s < /3). From these facts, we obtain the desired conclusion. 
(II) Next assume that e(,)(y)=0 and v,_,(y)=cc,. Let z= 
(e/2) ec,.,l-,.,(y) which is not zero for some E>O. Then y +zE.~+ and 
ytzix since ~,(y*z)=p,(y) for all t>O. 
(III) Finally assume that el,i(y)=O and v,~,(y)<m. Then 
cy = vr( y). Let 
r’=sup{s3O:v,(y)>cr} 
When e{,.)(y) # 0, we have St’ p,(y) dt < f;’ p!(x) dt and r’ = pL,,( y) for some 
CI’ < TX, and so the case (I) can be applied. Otherwise, since 0 < 
T(ecr-,,rdy))10 and O<~(e~,~,r~+.,(~))10 as E JO, we can choose projections 
q, q’ E .k! such that z(q) = t(q’) and 
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for some E, E’ > 0, where E and E’ can be arbitrarily small. Let z = 6q - 69’ 
with 0<6<r. Then z#O, y+z~J+, and yfz<x if E, E’ and 6 are 
sufficiently small. 1 
Remark 3.6. Assume that r( 1) < CC and XE L’(d). Then Q(X) is 
(1. )I ,-closed and convex. Moreover it is easily checked that Q(X) is 
uniformly integrable, that is, Q(x) is 11. I/ ,-bounded and, for each E > 0, 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that if eE J%’ is a projection with r(e) < 6, then 
r(ye) < E for all y~Q(x). Hence Q(x) is weakly compact (see [36]). So we 
see in this case that Theorem 2.5(l) follows from Theorem 3.4(2) via 
Theorem 3.5(2) and Krein-Milman theorem. 
4. DOUBLY STOCHASTIC AND SUBSTOCHASTIC MAPS 
In this section, we discuss doubly (sub)stochastic maps in connection 
with the (sub)majorization. Let cp be a linear map of &’ into itself. We say 
that cp is doubly stochastic if cp is positive, unital (i.e., cp( 1) = 1) and trace- 
preserving (i.e., t(cp(x)) = r(x) f or all x E J%!+ ). Also cp is said to be doubly 
suhstochastic if cp is positive, cp( 1) < 1 and r(cp(x)) <r(x) for all x E A+. 
When cp is positive, cp is called to be normal if cp(.~,) /T q(x) for every net 
{x,} in J&!+ with x, /* x E A+. We denote by DS(JY) (resp. DSS(A)) the 
set of all doubly stochastic (resp. doubly substochastic) maps cp: A --f J&‘. 
From the normality of r, a cp E DSS(&) is trace-preserving if z(cp(x)) = r(x) 
only for all xEL’(A)ndZ+. 
Now let cp E DSS(,&‘). Then q restricted on L’(A) n A is 11. )I ,-bounded 
and hence extended to a bounded linear map on L’(A). So it follows that 
cp is canonically extended to a linear map of L’(A)+ JJY into itself 
(denoted by the same cp). Since (L’(J?‘) + A)+ = L’(J)+ + A!+ by 
Proposition 1.2, cp is positive on L’(A) + A. Moreover let cp*: &Z --+ JY be 
the adjoint map of cp on L’(A). We first give the following basic properties 
of doubly (sub)stochastic maps. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let cp E DSS(&‘). Then: 
(1) licp(x)ll d I(4 for dxEJe. 
(2) IIdx)lll d lIdI for all XEL'(A). 
(3) ‘P* E DSS(A). 
(4) ‘p**<‘p, andcp**= cp if and only if cp is normal. 
(5) If cp E DS(&), then ‘p* E DS(A) if and only if cp is normal. 
Proo? It is well known that (1) follows from cp 3 0 and cp( 1) < 1. 
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(3) It is easy to see that cp*>O and cp*(l)<l. IfxeLr(&‘!)n&+, then 
r(cp*(x)) = lim r(cp*(x)‘/* a,cp*(x)“*) 
I 
= lim z(cp(aj) x) 6 r(x) < co, 
I 
where {ai} is a net in JY+ satisfying uj 7 1 and r(a,) < co. Hence 
x E L’(d) n Jz’ implies q*(x) E I,‘(&). Now, for each XE L’(A) n A, let 
q*(x) = wlq*(x)l be the polar decomposition and e, =e,,,,(j~*(x)l) for 
s > 0. Since z(e,,) < cc for all s > 0, we have 
dv*b)l) = vg ~(e,lv*(x)l) 
= $ r(cp(e,w*) x) < T(lxl) 
from (Iq(e,w*)l( < Ile,w*l( < 1. Therefore the following holds: 
(*) 
Hence (p* E DSS(.n). 
(4) Since 
4cp(x) Y) = r(-v*(Y)) = 7(cp**(-x) Y)? x, y~L’(~)n~~, 
we get q**(x) = q(x) for all XE L’(d) n .,zY. This shows the desired con- 
clusion since (p** is normal. 
(5) Let cp E DS(&). If cp is normal, then (p* E DS(d) is readily checked 
since ~(a,) /* 1 in the proof of (3). Conversely if ‘p* E DS(A), then the 
normality of ‘p* implies (p** EDS(&). Since (p** dq and q**(l)= 
cp(l)=l, we get (p=‘p**. 
(2) For every x E L’(d) n Jz’, we obtain r(l~(x)l) d r( 1x1) applying the 
above (*) to ‘p*. Hence cp is a (1. I\ ,-contraction. 1 
Here some remarks are in order. 
Remarks 4.2. (1) For each cp E DSS(&)), cp is trace-preserving if and 
only if so is (p**. Also these are equivalent to cp*( 1) = 1. 
(2) When z( 1) < cc, every cp E DSS(&‘) is normal, and a cp E DSS(&) 
is doubly stochastic if either cp( 1) = 1 or r 0 cp = r holds. 
(3) When t(l) = co, a cp EDS(J%‘) is not necessarily normal. For 
example, let J%! = I” with the canonical trace r(x)=C;=, 5, for 
x=(<,)E(P)+. Define (p,:I”+I” by 
cpob) = WM(x), 5, > tz,...)> x=(5,)E~“, 
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where LIM is a Banach limit. Then ‘pO E DS(I”) but cpO is not normal. Note 
that cp$ and cp$* are given by q:(x)= (rZ, r3,...) and q:*(x)= 
(0, 51, 52Y..). 
When r(l) < co, each cp E DSS(A) is dominated by some element in 
DS(,@) as follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume T( 1) < co and let cp: JH + & be a positive 
linear map, Then cp E DSS(A) if and only if there exists a $ E DS(.A!) such 
that cp 6 $. 
Proof: The if part is obvious. To prove the converse, let r= 
($ E DSS(JU: cp < II/} and c( = sup{r($(l)): Ic/ or}. We take a sequence 
{ $,,} in r such that lim,, m r($J 1)) = cc Because f is compact in the 
BW-topology (cf. [3]), there exists a $ E r which is a cluster point of { Ic/,,} 
in the BW-topology. Then t(~++( 1)) = ~1. Now define 
V(x) = $(x) + T.( 1) -~ 1 7(x - $(x))( 1 - $( I)), XEA. 
It is easily checked that I+&’ E IY Since 
we get ~(1 -$(l)) = 0 and so $(l)= 1. This shows from Remark 4.2(2) 
that + E DS(A)). 1 
In the sequel of this section, we investigate the relation between the 
(sub)majorization and doubly (sub)stochastic maps. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let cp: Jl -+ & be a positive linear map. Then: 
(1) q(x) < x ,for all x E JH+ if and only if q E DSS(A‘). 
(2) q(x) < x for all x E A+ if and only if cp E DSS(A) and q is trace- 
preserving (hence cp E DS(A) when 7( 1) < co). 
ProoJ (1) Let cp E DSS(A’) and x E A+ . For every r > 0, since 
cp(x)-r~~cp(x--r)dcp((x-r).), 
we have 
Hence q(x) -r: x by Proposition 2.3. Conversely suppose that q(x) < x for 
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all x E A+. Then r 0 cp < z on A,. Furthermore, since pl( 1) = 1 for t < z(l), 
we get 
Ilcp(l)(l =lims-’ 
SlO s ,: Pl(cp(l)) dt< 1, 
showing cp( 1) < 1. Hence cp E DSS(A). 
(2) is immediately seen from (1). 1 
THEOREM 4.5. (1) Zf ~EDSS(A) and XE (L’(A)+&)+, then 
q(x) < x. 
(2) I~~EDS(A) andxE(L’(A)+A)+, then cp(x)<x. 
(3) I~~EDSS(A) andxE(L’(Jl;e)+A)n(%, then Icp(x)l < (xl. 
ProojI (1) By Proposition 1.2, there is an r 3 0 such that 
xe (r.mj(x) E L’(A). Let x, = xe(o,r+.l (x) for n > 1. By Proposition 4.4(l), 
we get cp(x,) -S x, Gx. Since IlxeC,+,,,(x)ll, + 0 as n -9 00, it follows from 
Proposition 4.1(2) that 
cp(x) - cp(x,) = cp(xe(,+..,,(x)) + 0 
in the measure topology. Hence q(x) < x by Proposition 2.2. 
(2) is immediate from (1) since z(cp(x)) = 7(x) for all XE (L’(A) + A), . 
(3) Let xe(L’(k’)+J$;e)ne and x,=xeCl,,,+)(Jxl) for n>l. Then 
Ix,1 < 1x1 and x,EL’(A) by Propositions 1.2 and 1.3. Furthermore 
q(x,) -+ q(x) in the measure topology. It hence suffices from 
Proposition 2.2 to show that lq(x,)l < lx,1 for all n. So we may suppose 
that XEL’(A). For each r >O, let e=e(,,,(lq(x)l) and cc=z(e) (<co). 
Taking the polar decomposition q(x) = wlq(x)l, we have 
s : P,((P(x)) dt = $elv(x)l) = t(ew*cpb)) 
= 7(q(x*) we) = 7(x*cp*(we)) 
d s m &*cp*(we)) dt 0 
6 s O” CL@) Mcp*(we)) dt 0 
by [ 12, Theorem 4.21. Since 1 weI = e, by Proposition 4.1 we get 
Ilq*(we)ll G Ilwell G 1, 
7(I(P*(we)l)67(lwel)=cr, 
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where xco.s) is the characteristic function of [0, rx). Approximating pL,(x) by 
functions of the form C;= 1 ~jxco,Jt) with /Ii > 0 and si > 0, we obtain 
Therefore lg ,~,(cp(x)) dt d s; p,(x) dt. For every c1 E (0, vo(q(x))), there is an 
r>O such that v,(cp(x)) 6~ 6 v,-o(cp(x)). Let CI] = v,(cp(x)) and c+ = 
v, mo(cp(x)). Then the above argument shows that j: ,~,(cp(x)) dt d J: p,(x) dt 
for i= 1,2, and hence s; p,((p(x)) dt d S; p,(x) dt since ,u~((P(x)) is constant 
on [LX,, CQ). Therefore Iv(x)1 < 1x1. 1 
Remarks 4.6. (1) Theorem 4.5(3) implies that I’ll/,, 6 llxllp for every 
cp E D%(A) and XEL”(&) with 1 6 p < GO, while it is a consequence of 
the interpolation theory between L’(d) and LX(~)=&. 
(2) For each q E DSS(.&)), since q(x) = q**(x) for all XE 
L’(.A) n d as given in the proof of Proposition 4.1, it follows from the 
above remark (1) that q(x) = q**(x) for every XE Lp(&) with 1 6 p < CG. 
Also the same holds for every x E 6 ( = G n J%‘, see Remark 1.4). 
Here recall that a linear map cp: ,&’ -+ Jz’ is said to be completely positive 
(resp. completely copositive) if, for each n 3 1, [~(x,,)]~, (resp. [q(xji)lti) is 
positive in M,(d) whenever so is [x,] EM,(J), where M,,(d) is the 
(von Neumann) algebra of n x n matrices over JZ (i.e., M,(A) = &! @ M,). 
We now characterize the (sub)majorization by means of doubly 
(sub)stochastic maps. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let x, y E 2,. 
(1) If r( 1) < CO anti x E L’(M), then y < x if and only {f there exists a 
cp E DS(JZ) such that y = q(x). 
(2) Ifx~L~(A?)withl~p<c~,orij’x~.~andy~~;,theny~xij 
and only if there exists a cp E DSS(&Y) such that y = q(x). 
Moreover a normal and completely positive cp can be chosen in each of (1) 
and (2) ifx~L~(A), 1 <p<co, or xE6. 
Prooj: By Theorem 4.5, the only if parts remain to be proved. 
(1) Assume z( 1) = 1. Let d (resp. 99) be the commutative von Neumann 
subalgebra of JZ generated by all spectral projections of x (resp. y). Let 
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JzI@L”( [0, 11) be the tensor product von Neumann algebra with the 
product trace r@r,, where rO(f) = fh f(t) dt. There exists a separable 
nonatomic probability measure space (X, 9, m) such that 
.&@ L”([O, 11) 1: L”(X). But (X, 8, m) is isomorphic as measure 
algebras to the Lebesgue space [0, 1 ] (cf. [ 141). So we can choose a 
trace-preserving isomorphism 0,:.d@L”([O, l])-+L”([O, 11). Then 
an feE’([O, 11) is defined by f=fI,(x@ 1). Analogously 
H,:a@OL”([O, I])-L’“([O, 11) and g=O,(.r@l) are defined. Since 
df) = PAX 0 1) = P,(X) and dg) = PLY 0 1) = P,(Y), we get g-G (see 
Remark 1.1(2)). Hence it follows from [27, Theorem 31 that there exists a 
$ E DS( L X ( [0, 1 ] )) with g = $(,f ). Taking the conditional expectations 
E,:J&‘-+& and E~:@@OLr([O,l])+~@l=.@ with respect to the 
traces, we define cp: .&’ -+ Jf by 
(2) Assume, for the present, that .& is nonatomic. 
Case 1. Let .YEL”(J!)), 1 <p < KJ, and ~1 < X. Then J’EL~(M) by 
Proposition 2.1. For every 6 > 0, there exists a h E &&‘+ such that 
IIh.~hl/,< ll~dl,,, lI.~hyhll,,<6 and e,,.,.,(~,)~h6er,,,,(y) for some s>O. 
By Lemma 2.6( 1) there exists an a E ‘&/+ such that hi+ < a.~a and 
e,r. x. ,(.~I d u < e Ir,,. ,(.u) for some YE [0, x]. Let .yg = CI.YU and ~1~~ = hi+. 
Suppose r = 0, then 
Since 
T(J’o) d Tb’e~,.x,o’)) d.y’ “11?‘11; < X> 
we get y0 = y, a contradiction. Hence r > 0. Letting r = err,% )(x) v er 1, Ys ,( y), 
we have t(e) < cc and .yO, y,, E L’(e~?e). So the above (1) implies that there 
exists a $ E DS(e&‘e) with y,= tj(x,,). Since ude, we can define 
qDo: ,K + J%? by cpO(z) = $(uzu). Then cpO~ DSS(.,&‘) and y, = cpO(-u). 
Therefore a sequence {cp,,} in DSS(&) can be chosen so that 
l/y- cp,,(x)ll, < l/n for all n. Because DSS(&) is compact in the 
BW-topology (this follows from the lower weak-semicontinuity of T on 
&!+), there exists a cp EDSS(.&) which is a BW-cluster point of (cp,,}. For 
every E>O, take x’, y’~L”(&)n.k with I~x-x~(,,<E and (IJ’-y’j,<s. 
By Remark 4.6( 1 ), we have 
llY’-(P,,(X’)llpd llv’-Alp+ Il.J-cp,,(~~)llp+ II(PrI(~~-x’)Ilp 
< 2E + l/n, n> 1. 
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Since cp(x’) is a weak-cluster point of {(PJx’)), it follows (cf. [lo, 
Proposition 71) that 11~’ - cp(x’)lj, d 2s. Hence 
showing y = q(x). 
Case 2. Let x E J&‘, y E ($ and y < x. Then y E 6. As Lemma 2.6(2), we 
can choose {y,,} in L’(A) n &‘+ and {a,} in JY with llanll G 1 such that 
y, < a,xa,* for all n and 11 y, - yll + 0. For each n, it follows from Case 1 
that there exists a $, E DSS(&) with y, = IC/,(anxa,*). Define qn E DSS(&) 
by q,(z)= $,(anza,). Then y, = q,(x). Taking a BW-cluster point q of 
i(~~l, we get Y = v(x). 
Now let J& be not necessarily nonatomic. On the tensor product 
A 0 L”( [0, 1 I), since x 0 1 and y @ 1 satisfy the same conditions as x and 
y, there exists a IC/EDSS(J%‘@L~([O, 11)) such that y@ 1 =$(x0 1). 
Taking the conditional expectation E: A 0 L”( [0, 1)) + J%’ 0 1 = J%?, we 
define cp E DSS(J&‘) by q(z) = E(t,G(z@ 1)). Then y = q(x). 
For the final assertion, the complete positivity of q is immediate from its 
construction since conditional expectations are completely positive. Also, 
from Remark 4.6(2), cp can be replaced by cp**, so that cp can be 
normal. i 
Because DS(&‘) is no longer BW-compact when r(l) = co, the 
assumption r( 1) < cc in (1) seems essential. We note that Theorem 4.7 can 
be proved more easily from Theorem 2.5 in the case of A being a factor 
(cf. [2, 191). 
5. A CERTAIN CLASS OF DOUBLY SUBSTOCHASTIC MAPS 
Birkhoffs theorem [4] says that the extreme points of the convex set of 
n x n doubly stochastic matrices are exactly the permutation matrices. That 
is, cp E DS(I,“) is extremal if and only if q(x) z x for all x E I,“. On the other 
hand, Sakai and Shimogaki [30] characterized the doubly stochastic maps 
cp on L’( [0, 11) satisfying q(f) %:ffor all f E L’( [0, I]) (such cp was called 
a permutator). In this section, we discuss doubly substochastic maps 
having this special property in the semilinite noncommutative case. 
We denote by Z7(&) the set of all cp EDSS(.M) such that q(x)=: for 
every x E A+. Each cp E n(A) is trace-preserving. So 17(A) c DS(M) if 
z( 1) < co. The following theorem extends [30, Theorem 53 in full 
generality. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let cp E DSS(A) and consider the following conditions: 
(i) ~PEWJW; 
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(ii) cp(x)7~xfor all x~(L’(&)+d)+; 
(iii) cp(x)xxfor all xEL’(A)+; 
(iv) (p*(p = id, the identity map; 
(v) Ilcp(x)l12= llxl12for all xEL*(JW; 
(4 IIdx)ll I = II4 I for all x~L’(~); 
(vii) cp is a truce-preserving Jordan homomorphism (i.e., (p(x*) = q(x)’ 
for all selfadjoint x E A). 
Then: 
(1) Conditions (i)-(v) are equivalent. 
(2) (vii) implies (i), and the converse is true if cp is normal, 
(3) (i) implies (vi), and the converse is true if cp is unital and normal, 
(Hence (i) and (vi) are equivalent when t( 1) < CO.) 
Proof. (i)*(ii). Let XE(L’(&)+A)+. As in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5(l), a sequence {x,} in A+ can be chosen so that x,, 6 x, 
x,, + x and cp(x,,) + q(x) in the measure topology. Hence, by [12, 
Lemma 3.41, we have 
14(&)) = ,,‘im= ~(44~~)) = ,,‘;m= P,(x,,) = A(.Y), t > 0. 
(ii) * (iii) is trivial. 
(iv)*(i). Let XE&+. By Proposition 4.4(l), we get 
x = cp*cp(x) -K q(x) 3 x, 
implying q(x) E x. 
(v)*(iv). Condition (v) means from Remark 4.6(2) that (p** on the 
Hilbert space L*(d) is an isometry. Hence, for every x, y E L’(d) n Jki, we 
have 
7(cp*cp**(x) Y) = 7(rp**(x) cp**(Y)) = 7bY). 
This shows (p*cp** =id since (p*cp** is normal. But (p*cp** <(p*(p by 
Proposition 4.1(4) and (p*(p(l)< 1 =(p*(p**(l), so that q*(~=id. 
(vii) + (v). If cp is a Jordan homomorphism, then cp(x 0 y) = q(x) 0 cp( y) 
for all x, YEA, where x~y=(xy+yx)/2. Let x~Ll(&)nA. Since cp is 
trace-preserving, we have 
IIdx)ll; = ~(cp(x)“cp(x*)) = 7(cp(xox*)) 
=7(X0X*) = ~~x~~~. 
Hence cp is an II.11 ,-isometry. 
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(2) We first complete the proof of (2). It suffices to show (iii) * (vii) 
when cp is normal. Let e E A’ be a projection with t(e) < co. Since 
k(cp(e)) = k(e) = L i 
0 < t < z(e), 
t 3 z(e), 
we get v,(cp(e)) = z(e) x~~,~)(s). This shows that cp(e) is a projection. Since cp 
is normal, we see that if eE A?’ is a projection, then so is q(e). Therefore 
it follows from the spectral decomposition that cp is a Jordan 
homomorphism. 
(1) Now let us return to the proof of (1). The implication (iii) 3 (v) is 
what remains to be shown. Note that (iii) and (v) are, respectively, the 
same as the corresponding conditions for (p**. We hence obtain the desired 
conclusion applying (iii) * (vii) * (v) to (p**. 
(3) To show (i) 3 (vi), it may be assumd that cp is normal. In fact, we 
can replace cp by (p** if necessary. So suppose by (2) that cp is a trace- 
preserving normal Jordan homomorphism. Then cp = cp, + (p2 with ‘p, a 
homomorphism and q2 an antihomomorphism of A? (cf. [lS]). Since 
q,( 1) and q2( 1) are orthogonal projections, it follows that 
144x)1 =cpI(l4)+cp,(lx*l)~ XEA. 
For each x E L’(A) n A, noting that z 0 cpz is a normal semifinite trace on 
A, we have 
ll~(~)lll = ~(cp,(li 1) + ~(cp*(lx*l)) 
= ~(cp,(lXl)) + ~(CpAbl)) 
= Qcp(lxl)) = II-4 I’ 
Hence cp is an 11. II,-isometry. 
We next show the converse when cp is unital and normal. For each 
projection e E A, let {x,} and { yk} be nets in A!+ such that xj /* e, 
y, P 1 - e, z(x,) < cc and r(yk) < co. Since 
IIV(x,)kV(Yk)ll 1 = lIx,- Ykll I = llxjllI + Ill’kll I 
= IIV(xj)ll I + II~(Y/c)lll~ 
$cp(x,) cp(y,)) =0 follows from the uniqueness of the Jordan decom- 
position of a selfadjoint element in L’(A) (= A$). Since I /1 cp(e) and 
cp(yk) /” 1 - q(e), we get z(cp(e)( 1 - q(e))) = 0, so that cp(e) is a projection. 
Therefore cp is a trace-preserving Jordan homomorphism. 1 
Remark 5.2. The normality assumption of cp cannot be removed for 
(i)* (vii) in Theorem 5.1. Indeed let ~,EDS(P) be as in Remark 4.2(3). 
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Then cpO E 17(Y), but 
c&)(0, l,O, l)...) = (&O, l,O, l)...) 
is not a projection. Also let ‘p, E DS(lm) be given by 
v,(x) = ((tr + LWx))P, (C, + LIM(x))P, (2, tj>...)> 
x = (cl) E I”, 
with LIM a Banach limit. Then ‘pl (and ~~*)$Z7(/x), but cpi is an 
11. /I,-isometry. Hence the assumption of cp being unital and normal is essen- 
tial for (vi) j (i). 
By Theorem 5.1, each normal cp EU(&?‘) is an injective Jordan 
homomorphism. Also cp E n(d) and (p** E Z7(&‘) are equivalent for each 
cp E D!%(A). Furthermore the following is easily seen from Theorem 5.1. It 
is seen on the way that a surjective cp E Z7(&) is normal. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. If cp E n(M), then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i ) cp is surjective; 
(ii) ‘p* is injective; 
(iii) ‘p* E Z7(&); 
(iv) q is a Jordan automorphism. 
When .kZ is a factor, a Jordan automorphism of A is either an 
automorphism or an antiautomorphism (cf. [ 151). In particular when 
& =M,,, each ~EZ~(M,,) is represented as cp(x)=uxu* or cp(x)=ux’u* 
with some u E U(M,), where xL denotes the transpose matrix of x E M,. 
Assume in the sequel that r(l) < co. Let ex DS(&) be the set of all 
extreme points of the convex set DS(&). By Theorem 5.1(2) and [34, 
Theorem 3.51, we obtain Z7(&) c ex DS(A). We discuss when the equality 
n(A) =ex DS(&) holds. From the BW-compactness of DS(&) and 
KreinMilman theorem, it is necessary for this equality that DS(&) is the 
BW-closed convex hull of n(A). Proposition 4.1 shows that the 
correspondence cp H cp* is an affine bijection of DS(A) onto itself. Hence 
cp E ex DS(&) and (p* E ex DS(k’) are equivalent for each cp E DS(A). 
We now consider some typical cases in the following. 
(1) The first is the purely atomic commutative case. That is, let & = 
L”(X,m)=I”(X) and z(f)=Sxfdm=C,.,m,f(o) for fife+, 
where (X, m) is a discrete measure space and m,, = m( (0)) (>O) with 
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c wEXm,<co. By Theorem 5.1, each VEX is given by cp(f)=foa 
with a measure-preserving transformation CJ on X. Then it is easily checked 
from C,, X m,, < cc that g(w)) = o implies m,, = m,,. Hence, for each cp in 
the BW-closed convex hull of n(A), we get 
supp CP(X,,) c (0’ E X: m,,>, = m,,, 1, w E x, 
where xc,, is the characteristic function of {o j. If m,, > rn,,, for some w’, 
0” E X, then we obtain a cp E DS(A) with w’ E supp cp(x,,,,) as follows: 
(1 -Cof(~‘)+af(w”), W=O’, 
cp(f)(w) = .f(o’), w = of), 
.f(o), otherwise, 
where x = m,,,,./m,,,,. Therefore, in this case, n(A) = ex DS(A) holds only 
when .I= 1,: with the canonical trace. 
(2) Let A! = L “( [0, 11) with the Lebesgue measure. If cp E DS(A) is 
induced by a non-invertible measure-preserving transformation on [0, l] 
(e.g., t~2t (mod 1)) then ~EZ~(JV) but q*$Z7(,&‘), so that 
‘p* vex DS(A’)\fl(A) (cf. [26, 301). See also [9] for a finer example on 
L”(CO, 11). 
(3) The situation described in (2) can occur also in the noncom- 
mutative case. In particular, let A’ be the hyperlinite factor of type II,. 
Since A z &Y@ A 1 AZ @ 1, there exists a subfactor .~2’ of .A? with 
A’ E A” # .A. Take an isomorphism cp: A! -+ ,,4“. Then cp is trace-preserving 
by the uniqueness of the trace. Hence cp E n(A)), but ‘p* # n(A) since 
N # .M. Therefore q* E ex DS( A)\Z7( A’). 
For finite factors, we indeed have: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Assume that A! is a finite factor. Then 
Z7(&)=ex DS(A) if JZ? is either M, or M,, and n(k)#ex DS(A) 
otherwise. 
Proqf. The assertion for M, is trivial. The equality Z7(M,) = ex DS(M,) 
is seen from the proof of [34, Theorem 8.21 as follows. Let cp E ex DS(M,). 
By [34, Lemma 8.61 which remains valid for this cp, there exist U, 
v E U(M2) such that vcp(u. u*) v* is of the form 
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We get lcll + I/? 6 1 by [34, Lemma 8.71. Since 
42 + PA,, 
12, 1 
= [MI [,-$1 
* 
21 ,;“12]+ Ifi, 
22 
[,& 
12 
ei;i2q 
22 
+(1+-M) i A;1 IO 
-22 
1 2 
where a = Ial eie and p = IfiI e’“‘, we get /aI + IBI = 1 and either a =0 or 
p=O. Hence ~EZ~(M~). 
We next show the second assertion. Here recall that a positive linear 
map cp: J& -+ d is said to be decomposable if cp is the sum of a completely 
positive map and a completely copositive map (see the above of 
Theorem 4.7). Suppose Z7(&)=ex DS(A), then it follows from 
Proposition 5.3 that every cp E DS(&) is decomposable. It hence suffices to 
show that there exists a cp EDS(&) which is not decomposable. But, in 
view of Choi’s example [6, Appendix B], there exists a II/ E DS(M,) which 
is not decomposable. For each finite factor & except M, and M,, there is 
a von Neumann subalgebra JV of J&’ having a direct summand M3. We 
write JV = M, 0 M0 and define cp = (IJ @id) 0 E with the above $ and the 
r-conditional expectation E: A? --) JV. Then cp EDS(JZ) and it is easily 
verified that cp is not decomposable. 1 
As a whole, we see that the equality ZZ(A) =ex DS(A) can hardly 
occur. Complete characterizations of ex DS(M,), n > 3, seem still open and 
interesting. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Remark 6.1. The majorization and submajorization have been 
developed in the literature for real-valued measurable functions and selfad- 
joint operators. We here discuss briefly the (sub)majorization between 
selfadjoint s-measurable operators. Let J&, be the selfadjoint part of 2. 
For every x E J#~, , define 
1,(x) = inf{s E R: t(e,,,,(x)) < t}, fE(O, 7(l)), 
where e(s,mJ(x) is the spectral projection of x corresponding to the interval 
(s, co). (In [12], the notation A,(.) was used for the distribution function 
v,(. ).) The following properties of n,(x) are analogous to those of p,(x). 
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(1) The map t H n,(x) from (0, t( 1)) into R is decreasing and right- 
continuous. 
(2) A,(x)=inf[sup{(x& 5): tee%, II<11 = l}:e is a projection in & 
with z(l-e)<t], te(O,T(l)). 
(3) E.,(x)<A,(y), tE(O,$l)), if x<y. 
(4) ~,+,(x+Y)~~,s(x)+~,(Y), s, t, s+tE(o,T(l)), x, YE&,. 
(5) A,(f(x)) =f(i,(x)), t E (0, z( 1)), for every increasing continuous 
function f on R. 
Let x, ye J&. We write y < x if i; 1,(y) dt <j;; n,(x) dt for all 
s E (0, r( 1)). This extends the previous definition for x, y E d+, since 
J,(x)=p,(x) on (O,r(l)) if XE$+. When ~(l)<co, we write y<x if 
y -r: x and j;(l) A,(y) dt = j h(i) A,(x) dt (which requires the existence of both 
integrals permitting f cc). Because so r(‘) 1.,(x) dt is no longer equal to r(x) 
for selfadjoint x E L’(A) if r( 1) = co, the above definition y <x lacks the 
natural meaning in the infinite case. This is the main reason why we restrict 
the (sub)majorization in this paper to elements in 2,. Also the relations 
y 5 x and y z x in Section 3 are extended to x, y E J&. Propositions 2.3 
and 2.4 remain valid for x, y E J?,, with suitable modifications. Moreover 
Theorems 2.5( 1) and 3.4 hold in the selfadjoint case when r( 1) < co. 
However Theorems 2.5(2), 2.5(3) and 3.1 cannot make sense for selfadjoint 
x and y. 
Remark 6.2. The discussions of (sub)majorization and (sub)stochastic 
maps can be without difficulty extended to those between different non- 
commutative measure spaces. Now let (JV, z’) be another pair such as 
(&Z, r) with T'( 1) = r( 1). The relation y < x and the others are available for 
.YE.~+ and y~,p+ ( 1 f a so or x E && and y E gs,). Propositions 2.1-2.4 
remain valid in this setup. We call a linear map cp: .d + JV to be doubly 
stochastic (resp. doubly substochastic) if cp is positive, cp( 1) = 1 (resp. 
cp( 1) < 1) and z’ 0 cp = z (resp. t’ 0 cp < z) on &Y+ . For such cp, the adjoint 
map cp*: .Ilr + .A is defined. In conclusion, it is almost straightforward to 
extend all the results (except Proposition 5.4) in Sections 4 and 5 to doubly 
(sub)stochastic maps CP: JZX + JV”. 
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